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AMALIA E. MAULANA 
 
 
Do You Know The Best Restaurant Around Here? 
Refer to Jalansutra, Online Community “Wisata 
Kuliner” 
 
 
While watching the traffic jam, Wasis Gunarto browsed the internet and opened the 
jalansutra@yahoogroups.com. As the founder of this community, it was his habit to observe 
the conversations happened in that mailing list. His eyes directed to the membership 
numbers which already exceeded 13.000 users! He muttered to himself, “I had to seriously 
think about this.” Various problems started to happen. It was just like in the book that 
growing members in online community will have more complex and crucial problems.  
 
Wasis sent a message from his Blackberry to the two main moderators of Jalansutra who 
actively accompanied him. They were Gatot Purwoko and Andrew Mulianto. Andrew Mulianto 
owned a Travel Agency, thus he became known as the “Juragan Tour” (tour owner) by all of 
the mailing lists members. Gatot and Andrew always generated brilliant ideas in order to 
promote Jalansutra‟s successes. Wasis believed that they should hold a meeting. 
 
 
History of Jalansutra 
 
Even though named as Jalansutra, this mailing list did not have the relation with the Silk 
Road (Ind: Jalan Sutra), as many people thought. The original inspiration came from 
Malaysia‟s mailing list, named Makansutra – which combined the “sutra” word, meant 
knowledge and skill, with dinning places. The word Sutra itself was well-known as in Kama 
Sutra term, which meant Kama: intimate relationship between man and woman, and Sutra: 
the knowledge. So, Jalansutra meant knowledge about travelling (from that word, dining was 
implied as an activity within travelling). 
 
Jalansutra was founded by Wasis Gunarso, a businessman and observer of culinary world. For 
a long time he engaged with his hobby; culinary travelling and sharing any information about 
culinary world with his friends. Wasis was an active member in a culinary community of 
kompas.com, Kompas Cyber Media, which developed by a journalist and culinary critics – 
Bondan Winarno. The same article also published in Suara Pembaruan newspaper Sunday 
edition. 
 
Through the development of technology and media in that day, Wasis felt that it was 
necessary to form a community which actively discussing the culinary world. He believed that, 
there were many people who would like to share the same passion and interest as his. Who 
would not like to travel and dine? Especially when it became a touring activity, it would be 
even more interesting, that what he thought when he started to develop the Jalansutra 
mailing list in 2003, addressed in jalansutra@yahoogroups.com. 
 
In May 2003, Wasis sent an email to Bondan Winarno, requesting permission to build a 
specific online community, detached from Kompas as the condescending media. Wasis 
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explained the relationship between the establishment of jalansutra mailing list and Bondan; 
“Mr. Bondan welcomed the idea, then he allows me to build this jalansutra mailing list”. 
Because the close relation between jalan sutra‟s community members with the Bondan 
Winarso‟s articles reader community, it was clear why people assumed this mailing list was 
owned by Bondan. The fact was, Bondan Winarno was an icon or a chieftain in the mailing 
list and he became a magnet from his unique writings in Kompas. 
 
With his Marketing education background and his profession as a businessman, Wasis quickly 
caught an opportunity to enter a community world which was growing intensively. The 
mailing list was welcomed enthusiastically by Indonesian culinary fans. Comments and 
responses came from many places, even from Indonesian who lived in other countries. 
 
The name of Jalansutra became even more popular when the “chieftain” of this mailing list, 
Bondan Winarno, became culinary icon in television program. Up until 2008, Jalansutra‟s 
members or more familiarly called as the JSers (hereinafter referred to as JSers) were still 
actively sharing culinary info; food places notes, travelling tips and unique trip journals. The 
information shared was honest, because it was based on the passion for foods and the 
cultural story1. 
 
One of the vision and mission of Jalansutra was to preserve the culinary heritage from all 
over the places in Indonesia and introduced them to the world. Like Bondan Winarno once 
wrote in one of his article in Kompas Cyber Media (2005), the Jalansutra community was 
formed by Indonesian peoples who did not know each other, spread all over the places in the 
world that came from different education background, different religions, tribes, professions 
and economical status. Bhineka Tunggal Ika was not merely just the community‟s motto, but 
it lived within the soul of the community. 
 
 
Mailing List and Blog 
 
Mailing list (abbreviated as “milis” in Indonesian language) was a group which created by the 
internet users through e-mail to communicate or discuss about their common interests. The 
common mailing list used by netters was the Yahoogroups, which could be easily formed and 
arranged. Until 2008, Yahoogroups was the best mailing list provider compared to its 
competitors like Googlegroups, Facebook and others. 
  
Jalansutra was a blog for culinary fans to share about their culinary adventure, ran by 
Bondan. The blog showed special foods from places all over Indonesia and traditional snacks. 
The main concept was sharing the pleasant experiences, such as culinary travelling. It 
contained travelling tips from shopping place, airport and lodging review, up to souvenir 
shopping tips. It showed not only pleasantly readable article but also close-up food‟s picture, 
that made the reader felt as if the food was real.   
 
The articles in blog Jalansutra blog consisted of Kolom Jalansutra, WINExperience, 
Catatan JS-er, Travelink, Jalanologi and Logikuliner. Kolom Jalansutra was written by 
Bondan Winarno and also published in national media. WINExperience was the review 
about the wine and related experiences. The most interesting segment was Logikuliner. The 
column discussed the kind of food in scientific, logic and interesting way. It was interesting 
because it discussed the myth or legend behind the food. Although all of the segments in the 
blog were written by Bondan, other members could also write as well.  
  
 
 
 
                                                 
1
 Tim Jalansutra, Serial Kuliner Jalansutra: Tempat Makan Jakarta Tempo Doeloe, 2008. 
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Development and Activities of Jalansutra 
 
Jalansutra mailing list has already held various events to strengthen the relationship between 
its members, such as gathering and culinary travelling packages to places in Indonesia and 
overseas. 
 
Every day, Jalansutra mailing list was crowded with numerous discussion and information 
about dinning and traveling information from various kind of user, because basically anyone 
could join in this mailing list. Furthermore, food was an open topic to be discussed, not 
limited by age or gender. They have a motto: ”Sekali jalan-jalan terus makan-makan”, 
which mean ”everytime we travel, we dine”. 
 
Like in other community, this maling list also held a gathering event named Kumpulsutra, 
which meant ”going together to a dinning place, taste the food, then write the review”. There 
was a special event called Sambutsutra, an event held to welcome a member from 
overseas. Moreover, there were also some culinary events that have to be repeated because 
of the overloaded demand. 
 
The gathering takes place every month and usualy it was held spontaneously. The participant 
could be anyone, but limited up to 30 persons. Tasting foods from all over places surely 
included in every gathering event. ”Everyone took part to pay the bill. We always change 
places, after one spot to another in one day. Yesteday we changed places from Nasi Uduk 
Fanani in Tanah Abang to the Bakoel Cofee in Cikini. In my opinion, a developing community 
like this is the best,” said Wasis. 
 
In 2003, for the first time Wasis and friends organized an event called “JS Bali go Bali” in 
collaboration with Kompas. In 2004 they also organized another event called  “Heritage 
Foods in Heritage City” in Gedung Arsip Jakarta in collaboration with Komunitas Museum. 
In the beginning, they were worried about sponsorship, but with Bondan‟s networking, they 
succesfully hooked the Unilever and Sampoerna Foundation as their sponsor. This one day 
event was a big success. 
 
This mailing list grew to become a community with a concern for food and cultural values. 
The idealism of its member was to preserve the culinary heritage in Indonesia. But that 
idealism did not mean that they dishonor foreign heritages. So it was not weird when Yohan 
Handoyo, a wine expert, joined this mailing list. They also learned about wine, Italian and 
French cuisine, enjoy a high class coffee, and so forth. 
 
The mailing lists founders agreed to established a cooperative company in 2005. This 
cooperative‟s activities surely were not far from the community‟s interest. Periodically this 
cooperative company held culinary adventures to some region in Indonesia, like Bali, Madura, 
Medan and Makassar.  
 
Furthermore, this mailing list also got a publishing division, which already published several 
books named “Kuliner Nusantara”. And they also established an Event Organizer (EO) 
division to organize various culinary and traveling events. 
 
Even though they held their idealism and vision, but they did not refuse commercial brand‟s 
involvement.  With their huge number of member, their icon (Bondan), content and 
networking to Indonesia‟s culinary network, Jalansutra could easily acquired sponsorship. 
“We got the A to Z, from upstream to downstream. We could choose any sponsor then the 
Jalansutra could go anywhere. We could cooperate with the traditional brewed tea. We also 
could cooperate with the kungfu tea. That‟s the uniqueness of Jalansutra.” said Wasis while 
promoting his mailing list. 
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Jalansutra’s Competitor 
 
With the mailing lists success and the society‟s interest in culinary programs that were 
broadcasted in television and other media (such as Female radio), the existence of the 
competitors were unavoidable. According to October 2007 data from blogs and websites, the 
most hot topics in culinary and travel context, were restaurant review from personal 
experience, cooking recipe, healthy and nutritious food, delicious eating places, travel 
information including price information, accommodation and interesting tourist attraction 
places.  
 
The direct competitors considered for Jalansutra were blogs and websites which provided 
culinary travelling information and formed a mailing list or forum community. The Exhibit 2 
showed that Jalansutra held the biggest amount of member. This fact was supported by 
additional new member in weekly basis. Jalansutra also involved in the daily discussion in the 
mailing list. 
 
The indirect competitors were non internet-based media such as TV, tabloid and magazines 
which contained culinary travelling information that could prevent potential users to become 
Jalansutra‟s member (JSers), or unsubscribed JSers from the mailing list. As example of these 
indirect competitors were Rekomendasi TV in O‟Channel, Wisata Kuliner TV in Trans TV, 
Koper dan Ransel TV in Trans TV, Resto magazine, Info Kuliner tabloid, Jalan-Jalan editions 
of Bintang tabloid and Kuliner editions of Intisari magazine. 
 
One of the superiority of Jalansutra mailing list compared to its competitor was its hot topics, 
except some out of topic (OOT) discussion which needed a special permission from 
moderator. The information shared was very accurate, because one topic was discussed by 
many users, then it was less possible that the information was false. This fact was proven by 
Yusi (pseudonym) who joined the Jalansutra for the travels information. 
 
“Traveling is only Jalansutra, because it is boring to join a mailing list whose   
topic is not clear.  Jalansutra is the best mailing list, the moderator is good, 
neutral and responsive, and the grammar is polite and correct.  Last year I 
went to Batam – Singapore – Kuala Lumpur– Genting – Bankok and all            
information I got from Jalamsutra.  Many friends helped me, even Mr. Sri 
Waluyo himself contacted me and tried to get hotel and mall information for 
me.” 
 
Normally, gathering was part of community activities that held regularly. But not al 
community held this gathering event. Only some communities like Sahabat Museum, Indo 
Backpacker and Jelajah Budaya regularly held travelling event as the main community‟s 
activity. Jalansutra also held the gathering event frequently initiated by Jalansutra 
administrators or individual in communities.  As perceived by Ben (pseudonym) who eagerly 
joined the gathering event. 
 
 “Make more friends, sampling food … face to face communication lively…we 
can order a lot:D, more varieties ….if alone. Who is going to finish the food: 
D, I   frequently join samsut (sambut Sutra) or gathering among 
Sutra...contacted by phone. Not b mailing list,  Samsut is the acronym of 
sambut sutra…Now it seems quite rare for   JS mailing list to welcome friends  
from outside of town / abroad. Well, have never joined the JS tour,. the time 
is not right yet …..:D, the time is right …the   money is not, heh heh heh” 
 
Kompas.com community was considered as a competitor and also as complementary to the 
Jalansutra mailing list. This was because many Jalansutra members were readers in 
kompas.com. 
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Inside Kompas.com, there was a Jalansutra‟s column written by Bondan Winarno. This 
column was an early beginning of the Jalansutra community. The Kompas.com portal also 
provided other information than culinary travelling topic, so user could visit this website in 
order to receive various kind of information. Moreover, Kompas media‟s brand was identical 
with accurate and trusted information. 
 
From the field observation, the topics discussed in Jalansutra mailing list were mainly 
dominated by food, gathering event and culinary travel. This fact made some JSers who 
preferred to travel than dine out disappointed with Jalansutra. They chose to join other 
community that offering special travelling experience, such as Jelajah Budaya, Sahabat 
Museum and Indo Backpacker. 
 
As perceived by Kris (pseudonym), who joined the Tanggerangsutra event, felt that 
Jalansutra has became rarely held a travelling event; he even gave reference to other 
community: 
 
           “I joined Jelajah Budaya yesterday; it was great making a trip to the old city 
            of Jakarta and a big museum, riding a bike, well, why don‟t you subscribe, 
            There is no such a thing in Jalansutra ,  ha ha ha, I even brought my kids, 
             it turned out that they were lots of parents who brought their kids with  
            Them, not too bad, it was cheap but knowledgeable.”  
 
 
Jalansutra’s Stakeholders 
 
Based on ethnography technique, the stakeholder of Jalansutra consisted of (1) mailing list 
members, (2) moderators, (3) potential member (non member), and (4) Bondan Winarno. 
The detail was in Exhibit 4. 
 
Mailing List Members 
The member of the mailing list was called the JSers. Their behavior was categorized into two, 
behavior in online and offline activities. 
 
JSers‟ Online Behaviors 
 
    This online behavior was observed from ethnography observation.  
 
1) Various Writing Style 
Some JSers did have an excellent writing skill and broad culinary knowledge. Sometime 
they made the article serialized or as a short story. These “writers” articulated this 
experience in tempting words and could inspire other people who read it. They did have 
their own fans and their writing could be distinguished from others because their own 
unique writing styles.  
 
One of the JSers members who had his own trademark was Budi “jajanpasar” with his 
vintage Indonesian language style that was commonly used in Indonesian martial art 
comic masterpiece, Koh Ping Ho. 
 
“Pembatja JS jang saja poedjiken, Apabila para sedoloer sekalian melintasi kompleks 
duta merlin , di pojokan didepan Bank Mandiri ada tersedia roti isi ayam jang dari 
segi tekstur, rasa roti, rasa ayam-nya harmonisasinya "patoet di poedjiken". biasa-
nya cayhe kalau dipagi hari sering menangsel ini peroet dengan sepotong roti ayam 
ditemani kopi jang agak pahit aih rasanja ada boleh dikata nikmat boekan boeatan. 
Muhun dimaapken apabila photonya tiada terpajang di toelisan ini karena tadi pagi 
cayhe kehabisan lagi :( , sebagi ganti-nya cayhe tangsel ini peroet dengan roti keju 
jang mutunya joega tida kala hebat-nya. Semoga Langit selaloe unjuk kemurahan 
kurnia bagi kita semoea, menyodja” 
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Dear valued readers, if any of you have the chance to pass by Duta Merlin 
complex, in the corner in front of Bank Mandiri there is chicken bread which 
texture, taste and the harmony of the chicken taste are worthy of praises. I 
love to eat this chicken bread accompanied with dark coffee. Sorry I didn‟t put 
any photo of the bread here, because today they sold out early :(, In 
exchange, I ate cheese bread with the same quality with chicken bread. 
   
Some JSers started to collect card, brochure and list of menu from their favorite 
restaurants. These materials were used to make a review or references for other in the 
mailing list. For example, one of the writers, Grace, showed in Serial Kuliner Jalansutra 
Tempat Makan Jakarta Tempo Doeloe book (2008), collected the restaurant‟s name cards 
until two books. The same method was also done by Miandari Setiarini when she 
reviewed Jatiluhur tourist spot thoroughly after rewriting it from the brochure: 
 
“Coincidently I went to Jatiluhur last Saturday, and I had the opportunity to take 
some price list and brochure. So, the following information is based on that brochure. 
But I am not their salesman…” 
 
From field observation, it was found that not all of Jalansutra‟s writers had the “tongue 
intelligence”, a term used to peoples who had analytical ability for every element 
contained in any food they ate and articulated their findings into words. Most of the 
articles in the mailing list were dominated by short posting JSers who asked about 
something rather than discussing. For example, a JSers named Tania was looking for 
information about tofu restaurant: 
 
“I want to ask, is anyone here know about tofu restaurant in Bali? Thanks. 
 
This fact was a threat to the mailing list‟s continuity. This could lead Jalansutra‟s mailing 
list to become just a general mailing list that only contained some light discussion about 
culinary travelling like other forum or mailing list. 
 
2) The reviewed posting  
The review that reviewed by JSers was various. There are satisfied, dissatisfied and 
additional comments. For example, the following was a review from Meliana who 
dissatisfied with a lodge in Cassadua: 
  
Thanks in advance for the hotel reference given by our friends; (Tama Zennya, Ryan 
Leebra, Rudi Bandung (the owner of the Cassadua lodge also named Rudi), etc). Me, 
my child (1, 5 years old) and our nanny finally stayed in Cassadua Guest House. 
Some review from me: Cassadua location is near from Pasteur highway…”,”…my 
stomach ache and beneath my mind I promised not to come to that place 
anymore……” 
 
Sofia, who satisfied after she got the information about a new steak restaurant in 
Jakarta: 
 
“Attracted with the information posted by JSer Anjar, last Saturday me and my 
husband decided to have some lunch over there, thank you to Anjar who has 
introduced to us one of the restaurant that we surely will visit often. Hopefully, this 
honest and sincere review could help promote that restaurant. You guys deserver 
every compliment from your guests!” 
 
Sienny, who added an article from a JSers who already reviewed the food before: 
 
“Dear Nifi, thank you for the review, I would also like to add something: ….. 
Complementing Nifi‟s article, my order at the Honeymoon Dessert was ronde jahe, 
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champion of all warm drinks – the nuts filling was deliciously crunchy but the only 
problem is the ginger….” 
 
Sometime, comments from JSers who already tasted a food was to compare the same 
food but from different places. It was a common practice among JSers since it was 
comparative advantage of the foods so other JSers could choose between recommended 
places reviewed.  
 
As an example, the following was Krismara‟s comment regarding the Mee Aceh topic: 
 
“… if your are in Aceh, the best places are the Jasa Ayah (Abu Solong) Ulee Kareeng 
and Cek Yuke (UK) near the Baiturrahman mosque. I never have eaten any Mie Aceh 
in Jakarta. One of the most famous noodles in Aceh is the Mie Razaly,oooo spicy! But 
the crabs are small. I love the mie aceh in a warung located in the Lhok Nga beach. 
The carbs are huugeee and it tasted so great.” 
 
The reviewed review was very good to live up the mailing list. Moreover, the reviewed 
reviews considered to be more reliable and trustworthy from time to time. 
  
3) Writing Anytime, Anywhere 
JSers who owned unlimited access, brought their gadgets everywhere liked to post 
articles anytime and anywhere. They liked to post immediately after they tasted the food 
or travelled to some places. An example was Dennis who expressed his experience when 
joined Jalansutra‟s gathering in the Ayam Berkah restaurant in November 2007. The 
posting was written early in the morning in his office before he started to work: 
 
..I‟m not really good with words, so sorry for the inappropriate or wrong words.. 
*who haven‟t started work in order to write this story*  …this story is not a fiction, it 
was a true story. 
 
There was also Oklem who posted an article about Mie Aceh when he was waiting for his 
flight: 
 
“Dear my JS friends, let me share a bit from my experience while it is still fresh …,  
So… in my opinion… Mie Aceh Titi Bobrok is WORTH TRYING. Greetings from Prima 
Executive Lounge Polonia airport, while I was waiting for my flight. 
 
4) JSers’ rating is more reliable 
Many JSers were strongly believed with other JSers review or rating and they would not 
even try any foods or service that was already reviewed by other JSers.  
 
Yenni, who was grateful to receive some lodging information, but still waited for 
additional information about culinary guide from  JSers: 
 
“Dear JSers, thank you for your responses and information about the lodging. Finally, 
we choose WinotoSastro Garden and already booked there. Right now I am still 
waiting for the Yogyakarta and Semarang culinary information… :D 
 
Another example was Jenny, who already visited a restaurant but did not dine in. 
Otherwise, she asked the Jalansutra mailing list whether someone tried the place before: 
 
“Has anybody had dinner at Gumaya hotel Semarang ?  The newest                
hotel in Semarang, What about the food? Is it good?  Last time I                
peeped there, the Chinese restaurant was not open yet and the                
restaurant on the same floor with the lobby seemed busy enough.  For               
those who have tried. please share  with me, okay,  Japri, (Private               
Network),  is also welcome.”  
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Huda, who already tasted the Sambel Jelantah recipe given by Bondan posted: 
 
Thanks you for your recipe… I already tried it and it really is a yumeeerrs, especially 
if you add a lot of chili (I love spicy foods). Once again, thank you Mr Bondan. 
 
These comments showed the JSers‟ high reliance to the reviews in Jalansutra mailing list. 
It was considered to be the source of accurate information to help determining the best 
choice for the JSers. 
    
5) Repeating the same question 
The information available in Jalansutra was plenty, but for those who were not 
accustomed to search information from the internet might find difficulties. Some of them 
was lazy to search in the Jalansutra‟s archive before asking. Often it ended up with the 
same topic asked over and over again. Even though it was stated in the mailing list‟s 
rules about the Do‟s and Don‟ts, and the moderator and senior members repeatedly 
reminded to look up in the archive before asking, this problem happened all the time and 
disturbed other members. 
 
Lisa who responded Robertus about Horison Hotel Dago Pakar: 
 
“I have already reviewed that Horison Hotel Dago Pakar last September in this 
mailing list….” 
 
Aliana (pseudonym) who expressed her discomfort feeling about repetition: 
 
“…about the topics, hm…too many question topics compared to the discussion or 
information sharing topics. 
 
Many of the JSers contributed their reviews regarding the culinary and travelling topics 
from the last five years, so it was clear why Jalansutra should develop a database to 
store the information. It could also reduce the repeated question. This idea expressed by 
Ben (pseudonym): 
 
“In my opinion, the problem here in JS is always about the database…. There were 
many people talking about it, even it was almost been made last time, but they 
cancel it. There is plenteous information in JS, but to find that information is still 
difficult…. I am not DB‟s member, but database could consume a large space…even 
thought it is easy to search the reviews or travel itinerary, but sometimes it irritate 
me also..I repeatedly asking about Bali for instance, because I do not want to spend 
hours looking for that information :D, well, most of the problems is actually about the 
user behavior… the internet manner problems :D” 
 
 
JSers‟ Offline Behaviors 
 
The offline behaviors were found in the gathering events as follows: 
 
1) My JSers family 
The tour and gathering events held by Jalansutra were joined not only by the JSers, but 
also non JSers, especially those who were friends with JSers member. It became a 
custom for member to bring along their friends or family in Jalansutra‟s events. Usually, 
the senior members and moderators would encourage the JSers and/or non JSers to 
introduce them, especially new members and never joined any of Jalansutra‟s events. It 
was a good to share awareness and knowledge for the non JSers, so they were eager to 
join the community. Moreover, word of Mouth (WOM) promotion could be shared from 
non JSers to other peoples. 
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For example Dennis Mayasari‟s posting in the dine section, which shared her experience 
after joining the Jalansutra‟s event called “Goes to Ayam Berkah”: 
 
“I never thought that my first experience joining this event would be as fun as this. I 
presumed that I will be ignored at first, but it turn out that I was pleasantly 
welcomed! It could be truly called as a family gathering…a big family…” 
 
The gathering and tour event turned out to be a reunion for JSers who was inactive for a 
long time in the mailing list or gathering event. Jalansutra gathering visited several place 
at one time. The meeting point and the eating place were different. The dinning event 
was considered to be the best way to familiarize everyone. The photo session was a must 
to strengthen the kinship moment. Later, the JSers would share their experience joining 
the gathering in the mailing list, so other JSers who were absent could also feel the 
hilarity. 
 
The book launch of “Serial Kuliner Jalansutra edisi Tempat Makan Jakarta Tempo Doeloe” 
in the late February 2008 was audienced by various media and some new members of 
Jalansutra joined the event just to meet Bondan Winarno. It was revealed that some of 
them took the day off, asked for permission or even skipped work after lunch hour just to 
attend the event. The members saw the launch event as reunion, to meet and gather 
with the entire senior member. Even after the launch was over, the members were still 
chatting, asked for signature and took pictures with Bondan Winarno, the chieftain.  
 
The gathering event and tour as the community‟s routine activities tended to satisfy 
JSers. In order to maintain the spirit of the members, Jalansutra should do the events 
more often. 
 
2) Knowledge Sharing 
Jalansutra organized the gathering events thematically. It could be certain theme of 
distinguished culinary topic or historical places. During that event, the moderators or 
senior members shared their knowledge related to the event‟s theme. For example the 
Wine and Oyster Experience, a theme to discuss and taste wines and oysters from all 
over the world. 
 
Another example was during the book launch of “Serial Kuliner Jalansutra edisi Tempat 
Makan Jakarta Tempo Doeloe” in the late February 2008. Bondan Winarno, the book 
writer and the chieftain shared his comprehensive review about the Miranda d/h Tan Goei 
restaurant, the venue of the launch. He also shared his experience when tasting a 
caterpillar based dish. Irvan Kartawiria, one of the moderators shared exquisitely those 
events.  
 
Anni (pseudonym), a member who joined in the late 2007, finally decided to join the 
community after her friend invited her to meet Wasis Gunarto personally.  At that time, 
Wasis Gunarto shared his culinary adventure to her and she was interested to join the 
community. 
 
“I knew better about Jalansutra since invited by my friend to met someone named 
mas Wasis, and he shared to my his culinary adventures which could make me full 
just hearing about it from him.” 
 
The knowledge sharing process in Jalansutra worked very well, and it became one of its 
advantages. 
 
3) Did not join the gathering event because… 
From the interview result, the following is some of the respondent who did not join the 
gathering event. 
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a. Not my kind of event 
Jalansutra consisted of two types of member, the food and travel lover. If the 
gathering event focused only in one theme, like culinary or travel, it could not attract 
all of the JSers members at once. 
 
In the beginning year after Jalansutra was established, various events were held, 
such as cooking classes, cooking championships, nature themed events and cultural 
events.  The natured theme was JS PotBar to the Kebun Raya Bogor where each 
member brought their own home cooking and enjoyed with other members. The 
cultural event was attending a Chiou-Thau, a rare Chinese wedding event in 
Tangerang area. 
 
In contrary, the last few years Jalansutra was rarely held gathering event which 
engaged all JSers. Some events that still continued were the dinning and JS tour 
events. 
 
Kris (pseudonym), one of Jalansutra‟s female members, a housewife who joined the 
community for four years posting her interest in educational traveling events, 
 
I joined the tangerangsutra event once. It was very exciting, many friends and 
plenty of information about Tangerang areas. We gathered in Mal Town Square 
Tangerang. They gave us nametag and bumper sticker, then we convoyed 
together 
  
 
She felt that Jalansutra community was rarely held a travelling themed event; she 
even  recommended other member to join another community, 
 
“Yesterday I joined the Jelajah Budaya, it was fun to travel around Kota Tua 
Jakarta. Travelling between five big museums using bikes, try to subscribe there, 
Jalansutra never held anything like that, hihihi, I even brought along my kids to 
joined me, I never realized that there  also many parents who bring along their 
children with them. Not bad, it was affordable and knowledgeable.” 
 
 
Some JSers found this event was unattractive. This problem could make Jalansutra 
lose the member if it was not solved. More JSers who loved travel would move to 
another community which truly focused on that. Like a regular customer, the JSers 
preferred various choices to the same event model and held repeatedly. 
 
b. Limited guests capacity 
Along with the increasing number of the community‟s member, the number of 
participants was declining. It was because the limited seats for guests provided by 
Jalansutra‟s committee. For example, the number of participant‟s quota given in the 
dinning at Kikugawa event was limited to 10 seats only. This fact upset the JSers who 
really wanted to attend the event but did not receive the last information. The limited 
restaurant area was factors to receive more participants. 
 
c. Jakarta’s traffic 
The bad traffic in Jakarta became serious matters for JSers. This factor also 
considered by JSres and the moderator when they planned to held a gathering event 
in Jabodetabek area. As the result, JSers became picky when it came to choose 
which gathering event they should participate. They must ensure the area was easy 
to access so they could avoid the traffic. 
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JSers segmentation 
 
The JSers consisted of members who shared similar passion, but different behavior. This 
behavior was observed by JSers‟ posting and topics and divided into the following groups: 
 
1. The Experts 
The experts possessed a vast knowledge in culinary and travelling. They were willing to 
share their knowledge to the other member, anytime and anywhere, online in the mailing 
list or offline during gathering events. This type then became the opinion leaders for the 
other members. From the observation and interviews, only some of the JSers was 
categorized into this type. Nonetheless, some potential Experts type began to appear, 
and it was a good sign for the community‟s advancement. 
 
2. The Journalist 
The journalist enjoyed reviewing their culinary experience, travelling, and even other 
member‟s posting. For the sake of the completeness and accuracy, they were not 
hesitate to try and compare a lot of dinning places to review one type of food. Besides 
writing the article, they also took some pictures of every moment when they dined. 
Jalansutra hoped that the number of journalist could increase, because with their writing 
habit, they could enhance their own knowledge and become the expert someday. From 
the observation and interviews, Jalansutra already had many of this type of member. 
 
For example, there was Arie Parikesit who discussed about the ethic in food photography, 
 
“Food photography is a part of culinary exploration, between the review and photos 
are  
Inseparable for me, they compliment each other. Usually, if I am dinning in a 
traditional food stall or street food, I meet the owner directly and ask for his or her 
permission, 99,99% there will be no trouble. From my experience, I have already 
taken hundreds of food places photos, only one place who ever turn me down, which 
was…” 
 
Another example was Jie W. Kusumo, 
 
“It has become my tradition to take some photos before I eat my meal. In my 
opinion, it is a pity to consume a delicious meal without document it first, especially 
the one with the exquisite garnish. I don‟t have the heart to eat it down :D”  
 
3. The Adventurers 
This type was keen to have adventure that gave them new experience or knowledge. 
They traveled to not only exotic but remote places. They tasted any unique food, without 
caring about prices or location. This type of members possessed a vast knowledge 
regarding their experience. Jalansutra community was very lucky to have them, because 
they shared new experiences from their adventure and contributed to Jalansutra‟s vision 
which was to preserve the Indonesian culinary heritage. 
 
This member type was represented by Agustinus Wibowo. His backpacking adventures 
became the center attention of everyone, because he visited numerous exotic places, 
even if he had to face danger when he visited conflict areas in Middle East. 
 
4. The Big Brothers 
The Big Brother type was the people who were always standby in the mailing list and 
ready to answer every travelling or culinary question. If any new member who was still 
green in browsing for the needed information or asked frequently asked question, the Big 
Brother was there to help. Most Big Brothers owned some gadget that allowing them to 
access the information within the mailing list anytime and anywhere. This type helped the 
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mailing list to be active every time because they were always there when other JSers 
needed information and suggestion about traveling and culinary topics. 
 
5. The Believers 
These people only believed the JSers‟ ratings or reviews. They would not try any new 
meal or tourist place if there was no JSers already tried them before. They really 
depended on JSers rating. When they believed the recommended place was the best, the 
price was not the issue. This type of member was the target audience of the events held 
by Jalansutra.  
 
The Believer was actively monitoring the mailing list‟s activities because there could be 
some information they needed, but rarely reply or post to the discussion topics. When 
they really need some information, they asked question. It was different from Big Brother 
type who monitored and answered questions from other member. Usually the Believer‟s 
questions were answered by the Big Brother. If the question was easy or light, the Big 
Brother answered. But if the question was complex, the Journalist, the Adventurer or 
even the Expert would answer.  
 
 
For an example was Jenny, a Believer type who already visited a dining place, but she did 
not enter the place or try the food. The contrary she asked to Jalansutra‟s mailing list first 
whether anyone already tried the place : 
 
“Did anyone ever try the restaurant in Hotel Gumaya Semarang? It is the newest 
hotel in Semarang. How is the food? Is it delicious? Last time I visited there was last 
month, the Chinese restaurant has not opened yet, but the restaurant which is in the 
same level with the lobby seems pretty crowded. For those who already tried that 
restaurant, please share your review.” 
 
  
Stakeholder 2 : Moderators  
 
1. Complex membership procedure  
 
To become a JSers, a candidate member should fill their personal information and some 
traveling and culinary questions. The personal information that should be fulfilled were: 
first and last name, nickname, age, complete address, telephone number that could be 
contacted, monthly spending on dinning out and travelling, favorite restaurants or cafés 
(two minimum), favorite hotels (two minimum), places of interest (two minimum), most 
frequent used airlines which could be selected from a list given. In case the data was 
false, the mailing list would not grant the membership request. The moderator‟s purpose 
was to enrich the Jalansutra‟s database along with the growing member. However, this 
procedure was perceived as an obstacle by JSers candidate who wanted to join the 
mailing list. 
  
2. Strict mailing lists rules 
 
Strict rules in Jalansutra mailing list were a good way to preserve the consistency of 
mailing lists discussion topic.  It was unlike the competitors‟ mailing list or forum which 
discussed out of topic. Jalansutra applied 15 items of Do‟s and Don‟ts rules in Exhibit 2. 
Jalansutra was considered as one of the best mailing list, with active moderators who 
were very responsive to give a warning or punish anyone that disobeyed the rules.  
 
Yusi (pseudonym), a member who already joined Jalansutra for 4 years gave this 
compliment: 
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“Travelling ideas? Jalansutra is the answer; I loathe those other mailing list with 
inconsistent discussion topics. Jalansutra is one of the best mailing lists, with great 
moderators who are neutral and responsive, they also reply with good grammar and 
polite manner. 
 
 
Stakeholder 3 : Non JSers (Potential user) 
 
The potential user to be Jsers was JSers friends who had not joined the Jalansutra mailing list 
yet. They shared the same culinary and travel passion or an active internet user that could 
online for 24 hours a day, but was not a member. This person usually got information about 
Jalansutra mailing list‟s activities from their JSers friends, then when they had enough 
information, they did not bother to join the community. 
 
Other potential user was the culinary and travel lover who  travelled to foreign countries 
using a famous tour agent, but never heard about Jalansutra. They knew Bondan Winarno 
from his „Mak Nyus‟ slogan in Wisata Kuliner program in Trans TV channel better than 
Jalansutra itself. It showed that publishing Jalansutra‟s name in the scrolling text in  the 
Wisata Kuliner TV program was failed to gain public awareness about Jalansutra.  
 
From the interview result towards some non JSers, some reasons Non Jsers did not join the 
community although they knew about Jalansutra, because they were already member in 
Jalansutra competitor‟s mailing list. If they joined Jalansutra, they would not have time to 
read this additional miling list. Other factor was internet. Many of non Jsers did not have an 
internet access in their office, some of them were not accustomed using technology thus they 
did not know how to join Jalansutra mailing list which used Yahoogroups. 
 
 
Stakeholder 4: Bondan Winarno 
 
- Bondan Factor 
Bondan Winarno had a great influence for the Jalansutra community. His writing in 
Jalansutra articles became the inspiration foundation to the community. Later he became 
identical with the community and vice versa. Some of the JSers revealed that they joined 
the community because of their awe to Bondan Winarno‟s articles or idolized the Wisata 
Kuliner TV programs in Trans TV channel. 
 
Bondan Winarno‟s posting was very anticipated by the JSers. Any type of posting from him, 
such as culinary articles or even out of topic posting could engage replies from the JSers 
who just wanted to get acquaintance with him. For the newly joined member, they just 
wanted to make sure that Bondan was really a member in the mailing list. When a JSers 
received a personal email from Bondan, he or she would feel that they become a part of 
the JSers family and befriend with Bondan. Unfortunately, Bondan was rarely posted a new 
article, not as frequent as in the beginning of the mailing list or like his frequent articles in 
Kompas.com. 
 
Here was an example of Bondan‟s out of topic discussion which he wrote just to engage the 
JSers to reply in order to get to know them better: 
 
“...Setelah makan pagi, masih dengan piyama, mereka bertiga saya ajak jalan keliling 
rumah. Di jalan kami bertemu dengan tiga Golden Retrievers besar dan pemiliknya 
mengizinkan anak-anak mengelus kepala anjing. Setengah jalan, Gael mengeluh. 
"Panas!" Lalu minta gendong....” 
 
…after ate my breakfast, while still in my pajamas, I brought three of them for a walk 
around my neighborhood. While walking, we met with three big Golden Retrievers 
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and the owner allowed us to pet them. Hallway in our journey, Gael complained. “It‟s 
hot!” Then he asked for a piggy ride…. 
 
The Strength of Bondan Winarno as an Icon of Jalan Sutra 
 
For nowadays, who does not know the figure Bondan Winarno? Since his appearance on the 
screen with his trademark comment of "Mak-nyuss ..!", Bondan more firmly holds a predicate 
as culinary experts, both domestic and international culinary. 
 
Now although he was not in bound by a particular company or institution after the year 2004, 
he decided to retire early. However, activity was still very much: as a corporates 
communications consultant, freelance columnist for local and regional media, the television 
presenter for the traditional cuisine, and "tribal chief" Jalansutra Community. 
 
The latter is precisely to give Bondan more distinctive identity and popular than ever 
attributes that attached to him before this, say for example, editor, director, and external 
affairs officer. 
 
Bondan find something great in the culinary. First of all because culinary can be enjoyed 
directly. "That's because I'm being open about food. I have no prejudice against the food and 
always wanted to taste," he said. 
 
According to Bondan, since last six years after he got awareness, food (culinary) is a part of 
culture that is very important. "In the entire rite de passage (ritual crossings), there is always 
a special meaning food, right?" And that according to Bondan exist in all cultures. For 
example, Tionghoa people celebrating birthdays with noodles, Americans celebrate 
Thanksgiving with a turkey roast and Javanese with a tumpeng. 
 
All such a flows on Bondan, who once had studied at the Department of Architecture 
University of Diponegoro, Semarang, and followed various courses and training, such as 
advertising, marketing, management, finance, journalism, publishing, and film production in 
the country or abroad. 
 
About nusantara culinary, Bondan feel sad because he saw that no one with seriously care 
about it. As a result, a number of culinary heritage of the archipelago virtually extinct. Even 
the Government has never made the food and tourism as an economic power, while a 
country such as Thailand has a regular program "Thai Kitchen to the World". This 
program resulted in the increase in the number of tourists to Thailand. On this basis, one of 
Bondan obsession is to make society that has a fever about local food. 
 
- Personal Invitation 
Some of the JSers member who joined the mailing list was personally invited by Bondan 
Winarno himself. They were invited because of their culinary and traveling expertise or 
knowledge. It was considered as a great effort in sustaining the member‟s quality, in order 
to ensure that its members could give top notch contribution to help achieve Jalansutra‟s 
vision and mission. 
 
 
Jalansutra mailing list’s future strategy 
 
Entering their fifth year in 2008, Jalansutra as one of the biggest online community wanted to 
acquire bigger brand image and also more high quality members. 
 
With some of the obstacles described above, Wasis Gunarto faced big problems which must 
be handled carefully for the sake of his mailing list existence especially because Jalansutra 
was one of the biggest online communities in Indonesia. “What future strategy that should be 
applied by Wasis Gunarto in order to expand Jalansutra community‟s brand?” 
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Exhibit 1. Comparison among culinary community players  
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Exhibit 2. The Rules in Jalansutra Mailing List 
 
In Jalansutra mailing list there are some standard rules that must be agreed by all members, 
such as: 
 
No Posting Resiko Notes 
1  
 
Advertising/Advertorial/Promotion Ban except in cooperation with 
Cooperative JS or the written 
permission of the Moderator Team. 
2 SARA Ban  
3 Vulgar jokes, flaming thread Ban  
4 Phising Ban  
5 One-liner Moderate  
6 Email reply more than 2 thread Moderate  
7 Inquiry which has been 
frequently discussed 
Moderate  
8 OOT (Out-Of-Topic) Ban Includes introductory email that 
without review. OOT must have 
written permission from the 
Moderator Team. 
9 JAPRI, instead of JARUM Moderate email to team of moderator, must 
through jalansutraowner@ 
yahoogroups.com. 
10 Anonym posting Ban When a post with no real name 
 
This regulation is communicated by its moderators routinely to members, with all the 
improvements and additions were deemed appropriate. 
 
Another regulation: 
1. Every new member who joins NOT be allowed to post an email introducing itself, 
unless accompanied by the Review. Members who violate will get the sanctions (see 
table # 8). EXAMPLE: Hai…perkenalkan dong, saya ANU dari kota X. Saya senang 
deh, bisa bergabung dengan JS. 
2. Member is expected to seek information relevant to the question first, in the archives 
of Jalansutra in http://groups.yahoo.com/group/jalansutra/messages or through 
search engines, before throwing the question to the mailing list Jalansutra. Members 
who violate will get the sanctions (see table above # 7). 
3. Activity collect and use member email addresses without the owner's knowledge is a 
felony. Sanctions are ban from Jalansutra mailing list 
4. Email body is expected to cut in reply, which tolerated up to 2 email body. More than 
that is considered disturbing reading convenience and comfort of bandwidth. 
Expected to always change the subject line with message content. Members who 
violate will get the sanctions (see table # 6). 
5. Any questions, complaints, or requests for assistance relating to the mailing list 
Jalansutra, is expected to be sent to jalansutra-owner@yahoogroups.com, the 
violation will be subject to sanctions. (See table # 9). 
6. One person can only have one member accounts JS membership in the mailing list. If 
there are people who just have two membership (two a different identity), then both 
will be directly in-tires. 
7. Each member must use the original name and identity are clear on postingnya 
accordance with the data on enrollment. Members who violate will get the sanctions 
(see table # 10). 
8. This file has become an early warning and received by each member at the first time 
joined Jalansutra, and thus applicable to any member Jalansutra mailing list. 
9. Decision to grant moderate and tires is a joint decision of the moderator. Therefore, 
this decision is absolute, can not be returned, and can not be rescinded. All the 
things that have not been included in these regulations shall be decided by the 
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Moderator and the results of that decision is absolute. Moderators are also entitled to 
revoke the membership of a member without prior notice if necessary. 
 
 
Exhibit 4. The Main Stakeholders of Jalansutra Mailing List 
 
 
 
Exhibit 5. Website and Pictures  
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Es Durian Cikini        
The Book of Kuliner Jakarta Djadoel  
 
 
